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INTERVIEW

“In bed I more of a controller”
MIGUEL ÁNGEL MUÑOZ

  

He has been working outside of Spain for more than a year (Los
Angeles, Mexico, Europe...)
During this time, Miguel Ángel Muñoz (Madrid, 1983), who will be at
the next Goya ceremony, has starred in a series for HBO (Capadocia)
and shot a movie with Andy García and Sharon Stone (What About
Love). The actor puts on the skin of the dominant millionaire Christian
Grey for MAGAZINE.
What do you know about the book Fifty Shades of Grey? Have you
read it?
The truth is that I haven’t, but of course I will, since it has caused such
a stir. It looks as though all women are thrilled with Grey... Some
friends warn me that it does a lot of damage to couples, because it
seems that now the standard is higher.
Would you like to be the actor to play Christian Grey in the movie?
The image that I have of him is an attractive guy, powerful and
dominant with women... I imagine that when I read the book and find
out where he gets this obsession with control and power he will
become a very interesting character.
They say that for the actor who plays this part, life is going to change
completely...
Or not... The expectations that have been created are so great that if it
does not turn out well, it could also change for the worst.
You wouldn’t have any problem with the sex scenes nor with
appearing in the nude?
If the script and the character are worth the effort, then no problem at
all.
How do you conquer women?
With humor, laughing and making them laugh.
Are you a man who likes to be dominant or do you like to be
dominated?
Both things: I like to control and I like them to control me. But I am not
possessive or obsessive. And I wouldn’t like to have a partner who
was either. But putting yourself in another person’s hands once in a
while is nice.
And in bed?
I am more of a controller.
STYLE BY MIGUEL ÁNGEL MUÑOZ:
WHITE SHIRT FROM MAN
AND PANTS FROM DOLCE&GABBANA FOR JUST ONE.  

